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SQUARE PEGS, ROUND HOLES:
THINKING CREATIVELY ABOUT HOUSING
AND STORAGE
BY HILARY T. SEO AND TANYA ZANISH-BELCHER
ABSTRACT: Providing proper housing and storage of archival materials is a primary
goal undertaken in all archives. Standard containers for manuscripts, documents, photo-
graphs, three-dimensional objects, and other archival materials are readily available.
However, for nonstandard, unusual, or complex objects that require additional support,
developing housing or specialized storage can be problematic. Thinking creatively
about housing and storage of archival materials increases the wealth of housing op-
tions available to archives even when a conservator is not available. Archivists can
incorporate premade and traditional archival supplies in innovative ways to create
structures that store and protect, while at the same time, limit handling during use and
exhibition. Three basic methods (sink mats, boxes with fillers, and archival sleeves and
wrappers) can assist in this process and are illustrated with examples from the Iowa
State University Library Special Collections.'
Introduction
Archivists face increasing pressures in their work to care for and provide access
to their collections. They must be proactive and think creatively when considering
how to store and stabilize their materials. This article provides brief descriptions of
some basic housing techniques that can be adapted to specific uses and implemented
without the services of a conservator. These techniques include sink mats, standard
and custom-fit boxes with added supports, and the use of archival plastic for sleeves
and wrappers.
It is always a challenge balancing the demands of time, limited budgets, and the
importance of individual objects when selecting appropriate housing options for col-
lections. Sufficient time must be allocated to develop a housing plan, analyze supply
needs and priorities, locate resources, study supply options, and develop customized
solutions. Budgets, always constrained, must support the specialized housing needs
of individual high-priority items, without compromising support for the collection as
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a whole. The role of the user and the frequency of handling for research or display of
materials also add to the physical stress being placed on items. And finally, the archivist
must consider the multiple and occasionally conflicting needs of the individual object
or artifact-format, fragility, structure, dimensions, weight, shape, frequency of use,
and centrality to the collection-when making difficult decisions about customized
housing and storage. Although the physical considerations often drive the need for a
conservation or housing decision, other factors will require archivists to adjust and
develop suitable storage options. Ultimately, all the preceding factors will need to be
taken into account when establishing preservation priorities at various levels, including
high-level needs requiring conservation expertise, as well as medium and lower-priority
materials that can be handled in-house by the archives' staff.
The techniques described in this article have traditionally been used to deal with
medium-priority materials, that is, items requiring stabilization, but not of a high enough
priority to merit full conservation treatment. However, as will be demonstrated, thesetechniques can also be applied to high-priority items when resources are not available
for conservation treatment but special housing is necessary. They may also be applied
to materials that are used frequently by patrons and which also have unique needs in
regards to storage that cannot be met by traditional archival housing. When the non-
conservator makes creative use of simple housing solutions, the benefits are many.Archivists can be self-reliant in providing the appropriate housing for a problematic
item, oftentimes accomplishing this in-house and thus alleviating the need for any
transport. These basic techniques are also faster and less expensive than sending workto a professional conservator. Finally, any effort to properly house archival materials
is better than doing nothing at all.
Background
Those of us responsible for the care of collections know well the potential for loss or
neglect of artifacts. The difficulty often lies in the ever-increasing variety and complex-
ity of conservation issues archivists face, and the limited resources available to provide
necessary or ideal treatment and storage. This is especially true for archives that lack
an in-house conservation lab and trained conservator. Understandably, administrators
of libraries, archives, historical societies, and museums may not wish to invest in an
in-house conservation program, given the availability of other conservation serviceproviders. However, with that said, all cultural institutions must be held accountable
for the care of their collections. To this end, archivists can adopt a range of activities,from simple refoldering to item-level conservation, to protect their collections. And at
a minimum, as effective stewards of their collections, they should certainly be familiar
with publications of the Society of American Archivists that cover activities such aspaper humidification and flattening, fastener removal, and dry cleaning. 2 These are
all treatment options that can generally be carried out in typical archives without the
oversight of a trained conservator.
Beyond the basics, the care of objects in archival and conservation literature generally
focuses on the technical aspects related to physical deterioration of materials and cor-
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responding conservation treatments. Included in this subset of the literature are topics
as diverse as the effects and stabilization of iron gall inks in manuscript collections,
historical overviews and discussions of the embrittlement of paper and the effective-
ness of paper splitting, and the difficulties of caring for ethnographic materials that
are complicated by their composite nature and cultural or religious significance.' This
type of literature focuses on complex treatments often associated with highly special-
ized fields of conservation and applies to unique materials with specific physical and
chemical damage. For most archivists, undertaking this type of item-level treatment
is not realistic, especially when weighed against the needs of the entire collection or
their own level of expertise.
On a collections level, the preservation literature also addresses general manage-
ment issues, including storage and handling techniques; appropriate environmental
conditions; storage facilities; housekeeping; and best practices for storing specific
materials such as books and paper, photographs, magnetic media, and film. There are
also numerous box-making manuals available that provide step-by-step instructions
on measuring for custom-fit enclosures, and building an array of box types.4 As for
selecting materials to construct boxes, the literature also provides description and
assessment of the selection and use of specialized materials5 such as archival plastics
and paperboards. 6 It is generally accepted that boxing items physically protects them,
secures loose parts, and shelters them from fluctuating temperatures and relative hu-
midity. Unfortunately, there are also potential drawbacks (theft, lack of visual clues,
and the trapping of volatile deterioration by-products) 7 associated with boxing.
Much of the current literature, then, seems to address either highly complex treat-
ments of specialized material (presumably by a trained conservator), or the most basic
care, handling, and storage of archival collections. Unfortunately, a question that is
often overlooked in both the literature and in practice lies somewhere in between these
extremes: Are there conservation options, particularly housings, that are tailored to
the specific object but do not require the services of a conservator, or purchase of large
and expensive equipment? In other words, what about the irregularly shaped items
that every archives possesses that, due to their size or contours, or perhaps because of
limitations in storage space and environment, require creative deviations from standard
practice? This segment of the literature, aimed at archivists and administrators who
may not have the benefit of an in-house conservator, but who have escalating conserva-
tion needs, is limited. Certainly, there are occasional discussions in the literature of
specific objects (from inflatable rubber boats to Mardi Gras costumes)8 and the creative
solutions conservators have devised to display and store them; however, what the
literature does not do as thoroughly as one would hope is to assist the archivist, more
generally, in thinking creatively about housing and storing problematic or unusually
shaped or sized objects.
Authors who have presented housing solutions addressing irregularly shaped or sized
objects have often done so in journals that archivists may not consult regularly due to
their extremely technical nature, such as Restaurator or the Journal of the American
Institute for Conservation (JAIC), both of which have presented useful articles in this
area. Examples include handling oversized documents, creating modified sink mat
housings for brittle art objects and oversized maps, and designing paper-based supports
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for small objects such as folding fans.0 One particularly useful article presents solutionsdeveloped for the University of Washington Library, incorporating premade contain-ers and customizing them by adding internal support features. 10 Though technical andwritten primarily for conservators, these articles do make clear that stabilization andimproved housing are important steps in caring for collections.
Sink Mat Structures
Image 1: Matted drawing: Flat paper objects can be matted with an additionalcover board to provide support and protection during storage and handling. (Photo
by Michele Christian.)
A common housing structure for works of art on paper, photographs, and valu-able documents or manuscript pages is a window mat that provides structure andprotection during storage and handling. These window mats are made of museumor archival mat board with an opening cut to the dimensions of the image not unlikewindow mats used in framing. The window mat is then hinged to a backing boardand a cover board, both made of museum board, so that the window mat is betweentwo solid mats. The cover board provides an extra layer of protection during storage.The flat object is then attached to the backing board.1 The thickness of the windowmat prevents the surface of the object from coming in contact with the framing glassor protective cover board (see image 1). These techniques are usually carried out bypaper conservators or conservation framers, and can be expensive. One limitation of atraditional mat used in framing is its depth. A traditional window mat cannot accom-modate raised surfaces or flat objects with some thickness, such as topographical mapsand even severely cockled manuscript pages. Sink mats take this basic structure one
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step further. The depth of the "sink" accommodates the thickness of the object that a
folder or standard mat and frame would not allow. The sink mat is made of corrugated
board, museum board, or archival foam core, layered to establish the desired depth.
The mat can be built up around the object when designing a sink mat for a rectangular
object,12 or, for irregularly shaped objects, the opening can be cut out of the sink mat
material with a scalpel or utility knife to perfectly fit the object. Modified versions
of sink mats provide a variety of storage solutions for fragile flat objects with some
thickness or raised surfaces.
Adapting the standard sink mat to incorporate a hinged cover creates a protective
enclosure that can be stored flat or on edge, as long as there are no loose or fragile pieces
and the overall size and weight of the object permit this. Good candidates for simple
sink mats are three-dimensional topographical maps that are often made of thin, brittle
plastic. These maps create housing problems that are often solved by placing them on
top of map cases without physical protection for the maps themselves. This solution
also limits the number of topographical maps that can be stored since stacking these
fragile maps directly on top of one another can easily cause damage. Creating a large
sink mat with stiff covers made of lignin-free board or corrugated polypropylene
13
enables the stacking of sink mats in a drawer or on top of a flat surface, and improves
handling by providing physical protection and support.
Image 2a: Broken glass plate negative: Pieces of a glass plate negative can be
placed into a sink mat emulsion-side down to prevent chipping and grinding of the
broken plates during storage and handling. The pieces can be oriented so that the
image can easily be viewed. (Photo by Michele Christian.)
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Image 2b: Portfolio containing the sink mat: A portfolio structure with ties furtherprotects the broken glass plate and improves labeling, storage, and handling options.
(Photo by Michele Christian)
Broken glass structures such as glass plate negatives, lantern slides, ambrotypes, andglass or ceramic tiles can benefit from a modified sink mat enclosure in a multitudeof ways, and are an excellent candidate for an irregularly shaped sink mat. Typicallythese items are sleeved and housed in a box on edge. Unfortunately, broken glasscauses uneven pressure points against intact glass plates if stored in the same box.Broken pieces may also grind and chip, causing scratches to or flaking of the emulsionif sleeved together, and of course handling broken glass can be a hazard. Within themodified sink mat, the broken pieces can be positioned so that they are aligned properly(see image 2a). Building the sink mat into a portfolio structure with ties (see image2b) further secures and protects the glass plate. By establishing a uniform enclosuresize based on the largest glass plate in a collection, multiple sink mats can be securelyhoused in a standard box. Labeling the edge of the sink mat allows for quick and easyidentification of glass plates when they are stored upright, eliminating unnecessaryhandling and viewing. With the broken pieces stored together and oriented correctly,there is less likelihood that the pieces will need to be handled for viewing or becomeseparated. To improve the viewing of transparent media, thick polyester sheets can beused to sandwich the glass plates and hold them in the sink mat. This allows the plateto be lit from behind, bringing out the image and allowing for improved viewing and
image capture.
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Image 3: Charred document sink mat: Cockled documents like this unevenly
charred document can be placed in a sink mat to accommodate the added thick-
ness due to cockling. The document is held in place between two sheets ofpolyester.
(Photo by Hilary Seo.)
Sink mats also provide secure housing for cockled or distorted documents on paper
or parchment. An illustration of this technique emerged at a 2006 workshop conducted
by ISU Library staff for the Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists, focusing
on "questioned documents." Document specialists face unique problems in examining
and storing partially charred paper, which typically cannot be flattened or handled
without causing breakage and loss. Humidification of the charred portions of a docu-
ment has little to no effect, since the paper fibers have been converted to carbon. The
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solution to this problem also needed to be one that could be performed quickly in aforensics lab, not a conservation lab. Conservators proposed as a solution a single- ordouble-sided sink mat made with archival foam core and polyester sheets.' 4 To preventcrushing but still allow for viewing, the cockled document was placed loose in the sinkmat between two polyester sheets that were adhered to the sink mat frame (see image3). The increased dimensionality caused by the cockling created some tension withinthe sink mat to hold the document in place. Polyester strips attached to the sink matframe could also be used across flat corners or portions of the document to secure itwithin the opening, and hinging cover boards to the sink mat would further increasesupport of the object. Once in the sink mat, the cockled document could be handled,filed with other evidence, or submitted in court without fear of loss or damage. Foritems that are cockled and cannot be flattened, or are simply not a priority for moreexpensive treatment, this modified sink mat is a relatively quick and easy technique.Water-damaged parchment, oval convex photographic portraits, and cockled manu-scripts or diplomas are excellent candidates for various types of sink mats. However,polyester should not be used on items with powdery or flaking media such as pastelsbecause of the surface charge retention of the polyester (static cling).
Boxes with Fillers
Every archives uses a standard assortment of boxes, including record center boxes,archival document boxes, and object or flat storage boxes. Almost everything imagin-able in an archives will fit in a standard premade box available through a multitudeof vendors. 5 Standard boxes are relatively inexpensive and generally accommodatea wide array of typical archives materials, while custom-fit, cloth-covered clamshellboxes with leather labels are expensive and usually reserved for the most valuableitems. What many archivists overlook is the middle ground that is increasingly avail-able. This includes affordable custom-fit boxes and standard boxes that are easily fittedto the object. Certainly, stuffing boxes with tissue can serve this purpose easily andeconomically. However, there are other techniques and materials that better protect theitem by preventing movement in general and by eliminating the bumping of heavier
items within the box.
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Image 4: Corrugated clamshell box with loose serial issues: Affordable custom-
fit clamshell boxes can be purchased from a variety of vendors by simply providing
height, width, and thickness measurements. These can be used to secure loose issues
as well as provide protection for bound volumes. (Photo by Michele Christian)
Affordable custom-fit clamshell boxes are available from several vendors.16 These
boxes are made of archival fluted corrugated board and are prescored and die cut to
the dimensions of a specific object. All one needs to do to purchase these is to measure
the height, width, and thickness of the item and send the dimensions off to the vendor
with title and call number information. The major drawback is the weight capacity of
the box due to the relatively lightweight corrugated board. In the case of large, heavy
materials, a stronger solid tan or gray-white board typically used for standard archival
boxes is recommended. Unfortunately, there are fewer vendors that provide this op-
tion. These custom-fit boxes can easily be used for books that require or deserve more
protection due to value, fragility of binding materials, or loose parts such as spines or
detached boards. They can also provide better protection and security for individual
serial issues that should not be bound (see image 4). These issues may need some treat-
ment or support to be shelved but may not be a priority for such attention. A custom-fit
box will provide the security and stability for the loose issues better than a standard
pamphlet or magazine box, since it provides a closed microenvironment and does not
allow for movement or sagging of the contents.
With a little creativity and the right materials, other hard-to-shelve items can be
housed to fit on standard library shelving. Some items may be susceptible to damage,
or may cause damage to nearby items, due to their structure or size. These objects may
have functional protruding parts such as clasps, bosses, and wire spirals, or decora-
tive, fragile pieces attached, as is often the case with artist's books. Materials used
to create the object may also be a concern. Fragile or soft outer materials are easily
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damaged during routine shelving, and other materials such as untreated wood or leatherexperiencing red rot (desiccated leather) cause damage to surrounding items. The sizeof objects also creates shelving dilemmas, since small items can easily be misplacedamong larger items, and can also cause uneven pressure points on neighboring objects.For example, a small book shelved upright-next to a larger book will not support theentire surface of the larger book, potentially leading to warping of the latter. Similarly,a small heavy object placed directly on top of a large object may cause an impressionand/or warping of the larger object below. For these odd sizes, shapes, and protrud-ing parts, standard and custom-fit boxes fitted with polyethylene foam,' 7 corrugatedcardboard, or museum board pieces will provide physical protection for the object,and will make the odd-sized or shaped item easier to shelve with other material. Theseitems do not have to be segregated and shelved separately to prevent damage or loss;they can easily be integrated into existing collections on standard shelving.
Image 5a: Clamshell box with plinth: An angled base constructed of museum boardaccommodates the wedge shape of a book, providing even support and pressure forthe book inside the clamshell box. (Photo by Michele Christian.)
One of the most common adjustments for a book box is an angled base or plinth,usually constructed like a ramp with museum hoard or archival corrugated board.
Thiscanaccmmoatethewedge-shape of some gapping books, such as those withvellum bindings that may yawn due to the shrinking of the vellum over time (see image5a), The box provides some pressure on the volume and protection from a fluctuat-ing climate that would exacerbate the problem. Another common insert designed forminiature books or other small objects is frequently made of polyethylene foam. Thebox is fitted with an insert that contains a space large enough for the miniature to beinserted. It may also have a cloth tab that wraps under the miniature so that when it is
pulled, the miniature gently lifts out of its nest (see image 5b). More complicated fillers
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for the aforementioned artist's books with decorative materials incorporated into the
binding can also be constructed with foam or paperboard shaped to fit the book and
accommodate these raised decorative aspects.
Image 5b: Miniature in clamshell: Polyethylene foam with an opening cut out for a
miniature artist's book can be used to fill a standard-sized clamshell box. The minia-
ture can then be safely shelved with the collection without fear of loss or damage to
fragile cover materials. (Photo by Michele Christian)
The basic concept of an insert can be applied to a variety of problem book structures
and adapted to other objects that are difficult to store. Board or foam cutouts can be
more creative than a simple opening for the object to rest in, and the filler can be built
up or cut out to accommodate any uneven surface. 8 For example, the 1895 death mask
of Margaret Stanton is an artifact that the staff in ISU's Special Collections Depart-
ment brings out frequently for exhibits and tours, especially for grade-school children
who find the item fascinating. This plaster cast from the Victorian era is not fragile
per se but will shatter if dropped, and is awkward to handle. A customized housing
was created for this artifact by layering two four-inch-thick pieces of polyethylene
foam together and cutting them down to an appropriately sized support for the mask.
The top surface was then cut at an angle to improve viewing. Carving out a crater on
this angled surface provided a depression that was custom fit to the underside of the
mask. The angled piece that was removed was then carved to fit over the mask for
added protection when not on display. Once the bottom support was covered in clean,
unbleached muslin, the entire support was ready for a storage box. A custom-sized,
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premade archival box, like an archival hatbox, would have worked perfectly in providinga cost-effective and simple storage solution. However, it was decided that the premadebox was not quite as attractive as a cloth-covered box, and in the end, an attractivearchival box with a drop front and removable lid was designed to support and displaythe mask (see image 6). The customized angled support in either a premade or cloth-covered box effectively serves two purposes: the mask is properly stored, yet can beused for exhibits without requiring removal or repositioning of the mask for viewing.The mask no longer slides around in an archival box stuffed with acid-free tissue, andcan quickly be brought out for display to visiting donors and tour groups.
Image 6: Death mask: Margaret Stanton's plaster-cast death mask is frequentlyused by the Special Collections Department for tours and exhibitions. In order tolimit handling and address both storage and display needs, a box fitted with polyeth-ylene foam was designed to support the mask at an angle to improve viewing. (Photo
by Michele Christian.)
Standard or custom-fit boxes or portfolios can also be used to secure multiple-objectitems with mixed formats or sizes. Books, oversized maps or drawings, computer orvideo storage devices, cards, game pieces, samples, etc. are brought together by thecreator, who often intends for these items to be viewed or used together. Separatingthe pieces in storage based on size or format may make retrieval difficult, and couldincrease the chances of permanently disassociating the pieces from one another. Oneway to prevent accidental separation of items is to use polyethylene foam to fill a boxor portfolio, securing the various objects in one container and providing flat surfacesto eliminate pressure points for larger items that lie on top; however, this assumes thatoversized, flat storage is available. Map collections often have books with large mapsfolded to fit within the dimensions of the text block. Many of these maps are printed
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on thin paper that has become discolored and brittle over time, and folding and unfold-
ing these deteriorated maps causes the paper to break along the folds and easily tear
when unfolded. The best solution for these maps is to be removed, flattened, treated,
and encapsulated. The book itself can remain on the shelf while the map is stored in
a map drawer, or a portfolio can be fitted with a foam support to house the book and
map together. A foam sheet the thickness of the book and with the dimensions of a
standard portfolio (or of the map itself) can have a window cut to accommodate the
book. With the foam support adhered to the portfolio, the book is secure in the foam
and the map can be placed on top of the book and foam support. More complicated
arrangements are easily accomplished with varying thicknesses of foam and a little
ingenuity (see image 7).
Image 7: Multiple-format housing: Objects of varying sizes can be nested in foam,
with larger flat items placed on top, allowing associated materials to be housed to-
gether. (Photo by Michele Christian)
Archival Sleeves
The availability of archival-quality plastics such as polyester, polypropylene, and
polyethylene in sheets, rolls, folders, L-sleeves, and U-sleeves has opened the doors for
archives to develop simple protective devices for a wide array of collections materials.
These products are excellent for sleeving photographs and encapsulating maps, and to
provide support and protection during storage and handling. Beyond basic sleeving and
encapsulation, these plastics can be used in a variety of ways to stabilize and protect
other types of archives materials.
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Something that all archivists should keep in mind before sleeving or encapsulatingitems is the acidity of the item. The pH (acid level) of paper is easily tested with a pHpen available through archival supply vendors. Making a small mark on a discrete areaof the paper (remember that the mark is permanent) will indicate the pH level through acolor change. (Purple indicates a pH 7 or higher, which is neutral or alkaline, whereasyellow indicates a pH below 7, or acidic). Deacidification of acidic paper documents(not photographs or other paper-based materials with media that may interact withthe nonaqueous deacidification spray solvent or water in an alkaline water bath) isrecommended prior to encapsulation. This slows the paper deterioration process andprevents the buildup of volatile compounds that further the deterioration process withinthe enclosure. If deacidification cannot be accomplished and the paper item requiresviewing on only one side, a sheet of buffered paper (acid-free paper with an alkalinereserve) with the same dimensions as the object should be included in the encapsula-tion. (Note of caution: do not use buffered paper with protein-based materials such asalbumen prints or silk.) If both sides of the paper item must be viewable, a bufferedsheet cannot be included. In this case, instead of sealing the polyester sheets on allsides, use L-sleeves, whose two open sides encourage some airflow.One simple example is the use of standard encapsulation or sleeving techniques onfragile items such as unmounted albumens or cyanotypes, or other thin paper items.This provides the archivist the opportunity to mat items without concerns over hing-ing techniques that may cause water damage, bleeding of inks, or distortion of theartifact, or unsupported mounting techniques that may lead to sagging of such thin,soft paper items. A small (3" x 2") cyanotype of the Iowa Agricultural College's "OldMain" building was donated to the ISU Special Collections Department. The imagehad been removed from a scrapbook that was not included in the donation, leaving theunmounted image vulnerable to damage. Due to its size and fragility, the photographwas encapsulated and matted with photo corners to show the entire image-includingthe edges, since the cyanotype was printed to the edge. The polyester provided supportand protected the surface from scratches. The dimensions of the mat (8" x 11") allowedthe cyanotype to be housed in a folder within a document box (see image 8.)
Image 8: Encapsulated cy-
anotype: Small images such
as this cyanotype can be en-
capsulated and mounted on
museum board so that they
aresupported and can easily
be housed in afolder within a
standard document box.
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Scrapbooks also create many challenges for archives: they are often made of less-than-
ideal materials for long-term preservation, and contain mixed media including organic
material from corsages to hair, and plastics. Overstuffed albums experience stresses
on the binding, and over time pages and items become loose. Scrapbooks frequently
do not fit on standard shelves. Sticky or "magnetic" photo albums that were popular
in the 1970s and still available today are now making their way into our collections.
Pressure-sensitive adhesives on the pages have aged and caused a variety of problems,
including staining of paper items, powdering, permanent adhesion, or migration or
weakening of the adhesive. Some items simply fall out, while others can no longer be
removed without damage. The plastic page covers may have turned yellow or brittle
and may no longer stick to the album pages. Removal and sleeving or recreation of
the pages may require more time and skill than is available or than the album merits
in terms of its value to the collection. A stopgap approach may simply be to remove
the questionable plastic sleeves and encapsulate the pages with polyester sheets. The
loose pages can then be boxed.
As with any scrapbook, prior to undertaking extensive treatment, making a photo-
copy or digital facsimile of the original is recommended to record the original look
and organization of items. The facsimile can also be employed as the use copy. With a
high-quality surrogate in place, there may not be a need to treat the scrapbook beyond
securing loose items and placing the scrapbook in a drop-front box with spacers that
fully support the structure and stop damage to already fragile pages and covers.
Image 9a: Adonijah Welch speech: With the clippings removedfrom the manuscript
pages and encapsulated separately, the text of the speech is no longer obscured.
(Photo by Michele Christian.)
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Image 9b: Adonijah Welch speech with overlapping clipping: Encapsulating theclippings separately allows them to be viewed directly over the manuscript pagewhere they had originally been adhered. (Photo by Michele Christian)
In the case of scrapbook or manuscript pages with overlapping or collage-type cre-ations, pages and their layered content can be treated by deconstructing one or twolayers, then encapsulating the individual items according to layer and orientation onthe page. This is a time-consuming approach that significantly increases the weight andthickness of the scrapbook, and should not be applied to all scrapbooks. It should beused only in cases where the original organization is significant, important informationis covered, and certain items need added protection. Some items in scrapbooks will notlend themselves to this technique. Items that are folded and need to be opened, suchas cards or pamphlets, obviously cannot be sealed shut. The advantage to this layeredencapsulation is in the ability to reveal important text or images and reconstruct thelayers as the creator intended, in polyester, so that each layer can be peeled away toreveal the next. A successful use of this technique can be seen in the manuscript of aspeech by Adonijah Welch, ISU's first president. Small pieces of printed text had beenrubber-cemented onto several manuscript pages, obscuring the text of the speech. Thepieces of printed text were first removed from the manuscript by conservation staffand then the manuscript pages were spray deacidified19 and encapsulated with seals onthree sides and a wide binding margin that was left unsealed. Although in-house con-servation staff carried out the removal of the printed text, the process as well as otherhigh-level conservation treatments could have been outsourced and the encapsulationperformed by in-house archives staff, resulting in a hybrid approach that best utilizesan archive's available resources. The small pieces of printed text were encapsulatedin polyester sheets of the same dimensions as the manuscript pages. They were po-sitioned between the polyester sheets and secured in place with spot welds thoughsmall pieces of double-sided tape could have also been used. By floating the piece in
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polyester over the manuscript page, the original layout of the page remained intact,
but the printed piece could be peeled away to reveal the full text of the speech (see
images 9a and 9b). The encapsulated pages were then post bound (see image 9c) and
stored in a document box with the archival collection.
Image 9c: Adonijah Welch speech encapsulated and post bound: Polyester en-
capsulated pages can be secured in a post binding. Holes are punched or drilled
into the binding margin of the polyester and appropriately sized cover boards so
that screw-posts can be inserted to secure the covers and pages together. (Photo by
Michele Christian)
Archival Wrappers
Various archival-quality plastic sheets can also be used as wrappers. Polyester,
polypropylene, and polyethylene sheets are ideal for protecting book covers when the
book does not need further stabilization and, unlike a box, the sheets do not add
undue thickness. For books with book jackets, red rot, soft-textured covers, or covers
made of potentially damaging materials such as wood or pressure-sensitive adhesives
(stickers, old book tape), a simple wrapper will protect the cover of the wrapped book
and its neighbors, while still allowing the covers (or jacket) to be viewed. This is also
a simple way to protect book covers from labeling practices. The wrapper not only
protects the book on the shelf and during handling, but also provides a carrier for call
number labels, bar codes, and property stamps, so that these inventory control devices
do not damage the object. CoLibri is a system that creates tight-fitting polyethylene
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jackets for hardbacks and paperbacks by fusing the edges of the polypropylene sheettogether and trimming off the excess materials in one step.20 Although it requires aspecial welding machine to fuse the polypropylene sheets together, it is quicker andeasier than scoring and folding polyester sheets, and the resulting jackets do not needto be held in place with tape as polyester wrappers do. If the goal is simply to provide acarrier for labels, a polyethylene strip can also be wrapped around a book cover (headto tail) and secured to itself with double-sided tape. Call number labels can then beadhered to the strip. The drawback to this method is that the call number labels arenot located on the spine for easy shelf reading, and will be in direct contact with the
neighboring book.
Another way to create polyethylene jackets is with a polyweld, which is used toweld polyester for encapsulation.21 Use the polyweld to weld the polyethylene into along tube that is as wide as the book is tall and approximately four times as long asthe book is wide. One cover is slipped into one end of the tube, the tube is wrappedaround the book's cover and spine, and the other cover is slipped into the other endof the tube (see image 10a). The drawback to this approach is that the multiple layersof polyethylene covering the book create a somewhat hazy or less-than-transparentbarrier to the cover. However, this same structure can be designed with a paperboardsupport that stabilizes the volume even if one or both cover boards are detached.22 Thepaperboard support is cut slightly narrower than the book and is approximately twicethe height plus one thickness. The support is secured to the polyethylene tube betweenthe tube and the back cover, then wraps under the foot of the book and is creased twiceto accommodate the thickness of the book. The loose end of the support is creasedseveral more times so that it can easily be flexed to tuck between the front cover andthe polyethylene tube (see image l0b). To prevent the text block from sagging, a pieceof board the same thickness as the bottom square and the width and thickness of thetext block can be adhered to the portion of the support that wraps under the foot; theboard must be positioned so that it fits between the front and back boards and does notinterfere with the spine or joints of the book.
Image lOa: Polyethylene
book wrapper with sup-
port: A polyethylene tube
can be used to make a pro-
tective wrapper. (Photo by
Michele Christian)
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Image 10b: Polyethylene book
wrapper with support: A pa-
perboard support can be added
to the wrapper to secure loose
boards and provide more sta-
bility during shelving. (Photo
by Michele Christian)
Using Standard Supplies
Another option for archivists working without the assistance of a trained conservator
is to use readily available standard supplies, and customize them for specific collec-
tion needs. While it is easy to be overwhelmed by the variety of choices available, it
is well worth the time to study catalogs and traditional premade containers carefully
to determine what works best for problematic documents and objects. The goal is to
choose the appropriate housing in terms of size and support-disregarding, if neces-
sary, the fact that the housing might have been intended for a completely different
type of object, but also keeping in mind that adding cushioning or wrapping objects
with materials such as acid-free tissue, archival foam, polyester batting, or polyester
felt or muslin can adjust for slight differences in dimensions. A number of specific
examples follow, including potential uses for artifact boxes, pamphlet binders, and
other types of housings.
A collection of cased images including daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, cased tintypes,
and albumen prints provides a good example of adapting an appropriately sized pre-
made housing designed for another purpose. Originally, the items were stored loose
and upright in acid-free folders in archival document boxes. Because there was no
support for the images, they moved within the box when the collection was being used
or moved. To safeguard the material, a solution was developed using artifact boxes
with dividers that were padded with archival tissue to store the cased images fiat in a
map case. During the rehousing project, the images were also photographed, creating
a use copy and allowing for more restricted access to the originals. Thus, researchers
had access to a print copy while the original was safely stored away.
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The basic pamphlet-binder structure front boards and backboards joined by a flex-ible cloth spine-can also be used to solve a variety of simple housing needs. Premadepamphlet binders are available from a variety of library and archival supply vendors.These are not only useful for protecting simple pamphlet structures, but can easily bemodified to house thin, flat items. Hinging or adhering a premade archival envelopewith a sling (a paper wrapper that fits inside the envelope to protect the item as it isremoved from or inserted into the envelope) provides a simple housing that does notalter or mar items such as thin books, loose pages, or article clippings. Adhering oneedge of a polyester L-sleeve to the binder, with the sealed edges aligned with the footand fore edge of the binder, creates a simple flat storage solution for larger flat itemsthat are not easy to handle due to size or fragility (see image 11). For thicker items, asimple four-flap enclosure made of archival paperboard can be adhered to the binder.Premade versions of these storage options are available from vendors in preset sizes,
and most vendors can provide custom sizes as well.23
Image 11: Pamphlet binder with L-sleeve: Flat items that are fragile and difficultto handle can be placed in a polyester L-sleeve that has been secured to a standardpamphlet binder. This housing provides protection for the item and easy viewing of
both front and back. (Photo by Michele Christian)
Other premade structures such as containers for rolled items, textile boxes, clam-shell boxes, and photo-storage boxes can all be fitted with fillers, dividers, or paddingto provide customized storage for irregularly shaped objects or to solve multiformatcollection-storage problems. Vendors have also developed many specific storage con-tainers that solve some shelving difficulties that may otherwise require the purchaseof special shelves or drawers. There are boxes for various audiovisual and computermedia that make shelving, even within print collections, easier on standard open
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shelves. Many of these solutions have developed out of specific consumer requests,
so archivists should consider working with archival supply vendors when they have
specific, ongoing storage needs. Archivists should feel comfortable asking vendors
for samples or suggestions, and should be willing to have a solution custom-made for
a specific collections problem.
Conclusion
The three basic structures presented in this article (sink mats, boxes with fillers,
and wrappers) are intended to provide archivists with a starting point for solving some
difficult storage and handling problems. Although specific examples were provided
to help illustrate the use of the techniques, they are not meant to be limiting. The safe
and creative application of these concepts will hopefully add to the in-house options
archivists have for providing individualized housing, thus improving the physical pro-
tection of irregularly shaped or sized artifacts in their collections. Archivists should
apply appropriate judgment when dealing with artifacts; their intention should be to
house the artifact without causing damage or altering it in any way. The nonconservator
can easily apply these techniques using premade enclosures available from a variety of
archival supply vendors without requiring extensive conservation training or expensive
equipment. By applying various housing methods with a little creativity, the archivist
can have a significant impact on the long-term preservation of his or her collections.
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13. Coroplast is a proprietary name for corrugated polypropylene board. When a supply distributor uses
an unfamiliar term or name, it is recommended that the material be identified. This may require
contacting the manufacturer directly.
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